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Ankie 

This series was inspired by the joiner photography of David Hockney. Hockney created joiner photographs because he was interested in

how we see and depict space and time. 

In the late 1970s, the British artist David Hockney developed a pioneering photography concept that also changed his perspective on

painting – his “joiners”. While portraits had long been portrayed as if they were realistic photographic images, Hockney felt that this

wasn't how people actually see one another. After all, no one looks at a person through a single lens for just a tiny fraction of a

second. 

Hockney believed that people observe a person or a scene from different perspectives over a short period of time, and then they join the

images together in their minds to create an impression of what it was that they'd observed. Initially, he tried to create this same effect

by taking and joining together 24 Polaroid prints. Sometimes he would overlap the images to create a whole scene out of smaller

fragments. Later he switched to photo-lab processed 35mm photographs and created collages that took on a shape of their own,

creating abstract representations of the scenes that he had photographed.

What has now come to be known as "joiner photography" involves the use of two or more separately taken images of a single scene to

create a larger one by physically overlapping them or by digitally merging them. With joiner photography, there are many possible

directions to take an image in terms of its shape, viewpoints, subject, narrative, time, and style.  

This series contains images made of Ms. Ankie van Kasteren. Ankie is a photographer, art student, and art-nude model. For this series,

Ankie served in three different capacities. First, she helped design and direct the photoshoot (and her home was kindly used as the

location for the shoot). Second, Ankie was photographed as if she was the photographer for the shoot. And third, Ankie also served as

the model or subject of the shoot. In a sense, these could be considered to be staged selfies.   

The series begins with Ankie posing with a mirror in her hand. These mirror images are designed to illustrate the transitory, temporal

nature of any image. These are followed by several images that combine photographs of Ankie as both the photographer and the

subject of the photoshoot. 
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